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Where in the World is Nina? has grown from a 

personal journal to a worldwide travel resource for 

intrepid souls.  

 

Nina has been traveling, living, and working abroad 

since May 2011 with a mission to live on all 

continents and travel far and wide. 

She shines light on the concept of "working to 

wander" while maximizing on travel experiences. 

Where in the World is Nina

 @WitWiNina

11k+ 4k+ 58k+ 5k+ 1200+ 15-20k+

Many sensationalize nomadic travels but fail to show the realities of making those 

travels happen long term. This is exactly what Nina's blog aims to do. She provides real 

tangible opportunities and experiences for others to follow so they can travel and live 

around the world while replenishing their pockets along the way. 

 

Nina’s writing is truthful, sassy, and encouraging. Her enthralling voice provides 

readers with an entertaining read that makes sure to highlight all details and outline 

useful information for the wannabe wanderluster. 

 

Her travel style is adventurous, outdoorsy, often involves her using her pro beach bum 

skills where applicable. She often posts up in a region from anywhere from a week to a 

year+ should her heart fall in love with the surroundings. 

 

So far this Floridian wanderer has fallen for South Africa, Thailand, and Australia 

making her home in 9 cities and counting. She hopes to call all continents home and makes 

it a mission to visit and work in as many places as possible in her lifetime while 

providing the know-how for others to follow in her footsteps. 
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Demographics

age

gender

locations

65%35%

50% 

25-34

22% 

18-24

28% 

35+

United States 

Australia 

The U.K. 

Canada 

Western Europe  

- Blog posts 

- Sponsored posts 

- Social media 

- Brand ambassador 

- FAM  and Press trips 

- Working with Tourism Boards 

-IG takeover 

Where in the World is Nina? 

has contributed to and been featured in: 

Where in the World is Nina? is open 

to forming partnerships with 

brands that are relevant and 

fitting for Nina and her readers. 

Please contact Nina for more

information and pricing. 

 nina@whereintheworldisnina.com

Male

Female

Let's Work Together!

Nina's Worked With...


